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I. INTRODUCTION
Multiple-antenna wireless systems have been shown to provide high capacity, exploiting the presence of fading in such channels. However, this is based on the premise that either the channel coefficients are known to the receiver, or that the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the channel is high [1] - [3] .
Wireless systems operating at low SNR (exhibiting weak signaling or in noisy environments) find increasing use in energy-efficient devices such as sensor networks. Recent work on analyzing the capacity of low-SNR multiple-antenna links, assuming that the channel is known at the receiver, has appeared in [4] . However, at low SNR, channel estimates in some circumstances are unreliable and so it is sensible to assume that the channel is unknown. In the following analysis we, therefore, assume the channel is unknown to both transmitter and receiver. As shown later, this leads to results qualitatively different from the known channel case.
We use the block-fading model of a wireless multiple-antenna system proposed by Marzetta and Hochwald in [5] , expressing the mutual information between input and output as a function of the model parameter (proportional to the SNR) up to second order.
This model is described in detail in the next section. Maximizing this expression gives us insight about desired signaling at low SNR as well as the optimal number of antennas to be used at the transmitter and receiver. It has been shown in [6] that the optimum signaling at low SNR achieves the same minimum energy per bit as the known channel cases for single transmit antenna systems. We show that the on-off optimal signaling found in [6] also generalizes to the multiple-antenna setting (a result that also follows from [7, Theorems Manuscript received March 10, 2003 ; revised February 1, 2004 . This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant CCR-0133818, by the Office of Naval Research under Grant N00014-02-1-0578, and by Caltech's Lee Center for Advanced Networking.
The authors are with the Department of Electrical Engineering, California1 and 5]). However, this scheme requires increasingly peaky signals (indeed, ones with unbounded fourth-order moment) and so may not be acceptable from a practical point of view in some situations. We therefore focus our attention on signaling schemes with bounded fourth-order moment. Recent work by Verdú [7] has shown that knowledge of the first and second derivatives of capacity at low SNR also tells us about bandwidth and energy efficiency for signal transmission. For example, these quantities are used to see how spectral efficiency grows with energy per bit. More work on constrained signaling in the low-power regime for Rayleigh-fading channels is given in [8] , [9] and [10] , while [11] and [12] study the Rician case. In [13] , among other things, the low-SNR mutual information of the same block-fading multiple-antenna channel of [5] is also calculated. Similar results to ours have also been obtained in [14] , as a by-product of their study of the capacity of general communication channels under small-peak constraints. Our results differ from [13] and [14] in two ways. First, we require a weaker assumption on the input signals; essentially, conditions on the fourth-and sixth-order moments, rather than an exponentially decaying input distribution as in [13] , or a peak constraint on the singular values of the transmitted signal as in [14] , both of which render all moments finite. Second, we study the optimal signaling structure derived in [5] and further optimize mutual information subject to various signaling constraints such as training.
There are two main parts to this correspondence. In the first part, we expand the mutual information of the wireless link to second order in the SNR using an approach that may be applied to other channel models. Secondly, we optimize this expression under both peak and fourth-order moment signal constraints to determine what signaling should be applied to the input and how many transmit antennas should be employed. We also study Gaussian modulation, unitary space-time modulation. and training-based schemes.
II. MODEL
We consider a discrete-time block-fading channel model [5] in which there are M transmit and N receive antennas. The channel is described by a propagation matrix H that is assumed constant for a coherence interval of length T symbols. For the next T symbols, the propagation matrix changes to a new independent value, and so on. Signals are represented by complex-valued matrices with T rows, where the ith row is what is transmitted or received via each of the multiple antennas at the ith time slot.
For each coherence interval, the T 2N received matrix X is related to the T 2 M transmitted matrix S by
where H is an M 2 N matrix and V is a T 2 N noise matrix, both comprised of zero-mean and unit-variance circularly symmetric complex Gaussian entries. The matrices H, V , and S are assumed to be independent and the values of H and V are unknown to both transmitter and receiver. S satisfies the power constraint The second-order part of the theorem is essentially a result in [13] and [14] . However, we here require a much less stringent condition on the input distribution. Moreover, we shall optimize (4) for various signaling schemes.
The reason for the condition on p(S) in Theorem 1 is that the choice of distribution may depend on the SNR . Condition ii) of the first-order result limits the growth of the fourth-order moment, whereas conditions ii) and iii) of the second-order result, respectively bound and limit the growth of the fourth-and sixth-order moments. The regularity conditions i) on p(S) at = 0 are required for reasons that will be seen shortly (see Sections III-B and V).
For the optimum signaling structure (2), (3) can be replaced by ( 2 ): (4) Note that under any reasonable input distribution (and certainly all practical modulation schemes) the mutual information has no linear term in and so the capacity is much less than the known channel case where the low-SNR expansion of the well-known log det formula has a nonzero first-order term. Since 4 and 2 are independent of N , (4) suggests that the capacity increases linearly in the number of receive antennas. The dependence of the mutual information on M is more complicated since both the denominator (M 2 ), as well as the numerator (via 2 and 4 ) depend on M . However, careful analysis will show that for most practical signal constraints the optimal value is M = 1 transmit antenna.
Finally, note that the mutual information is affine linear in 4 suggesting that it increases as the input becomes more peaky, in good agreement with the results of [6] and their multiple-antenna generalizations.
A. Conditional Entropy Approximation
We compute I(X; S) = h(X) 0 h(XjS) via the conditional pdf p(XjS). Given S, X is zero-mean complex Gaussian with covariance E(XX 3 jS) = N (I T + M SS 3 ) and so, as in [5] p(XjS) = e 0trX ( i . The approximation step (7) is made assuming that the second-order approximation
For the second-order approximation to be a valid one the limit of the expression between the two inequalities in (9) should go to zero in expectation as ! 0 for each i. 
B. Entropy Approximation
The pdf p(X) depends on the input distribution p(S). Our regularity conditions i) on p(S) in Theorem 1 guarantee that the distribution can be expanded to second order around = 0 as p(S) = p(S; 0) + p 0 (S; 0) + Also, p(XjS) in (5) is a function whose derivatives with respect to at = 0 may be calculated. These two facts imply that p(X) = p(S)p(XjS) dS can also be expanded to second order as p(X) = p(X; 0) + p 0 (X; 0) + + p 00 (X; 0) log p(X; 0) dX: (10) We now claim that the integrals in (10) involving the second derivative p 00 (X; 0) are equal to zero. Comparing coefficients of n on both sides we conclude p (n) (X; 0) dX = 0; n= 1; 2:
Also, since S, H, and V are independent, (1) implies that 
Thus, Comparing coefficients of n of on both sides Now p(X; 0) = e and so log p(X; 0) = 0trX 3 X 0 NT log :
Hence the zeroth-order term in (10) is p(X; 0) log p(X; 0) dX = 0 p(X; 0)trX 3 X dX 0 N T log p(X; 0) dX = 0NT 0 N T log = 0NT log e: The preceding calculations combined with (10) lead to
2 (p 0 (X; 0)) 2 =p(X; 0)dX: (14) This shows that to express h(X) to second order, it suffices to calculate only the first derivative of p(X) at = 0. We use the following result, proved in the Appendix. To proceed we use the following lemma proved in the Appendix. for any T 2 T deterministic matrix P satisfying trP = 2. We remark that to show the first-order result I(X; S) = o() we only require first-order expansions of p(X) and h(X), and so the conditions stated in the first-order result of Theorem 1 suffice.
In the special capacity-optimizing case of S = 8D, we have E(SS 3 )ij =E(8D The expectation E ik jk is evaluated by noticing that the expectation is unchanged by adding T 0 M orthonormal columns to 8 to make it a T 2 T unitary, denoted say by 9 = ( ij ). Then using the relation 99 3 = IM we have Taking expectations of both sides and using the fact that each entry of 9 has the same distribution, gives us E ik jk = ij T ;
for k = 1 to T:
This implies E ik jk = T for k = 1 to M .
Hence,
In other words, ESS 3 = T IT , and so tr( 
IV. EXAMPLES
We now compute the low-SNR mutual information for some cases of interest.
A. Gaussian Modulation
Suppose the transmitted signal S has independent zero-mean unitvariance complex Gaussian entries. Then This has two interesting ramifications. First, the capacity per channel use increases linearly in T (I(X; S) is actually quadratic in T ) and, second, the optimal number of transmit antennas is M = 1.
B. Unitary Space-Time Modulation
In this scheme, we let S = 8 ) which is strictly less than the Gaussian case. Again, the optimal number of transmit antennas is M = 1.
C. Training-Based Schemes
In these schemes, we have Therefore, using (3), we obtain
The latter equation shows that the mutual information is independent of S . In fact, the right-hand side of (17) is just the mutual information of a system with coherence interval T d = T 0T . Thus, in the low-SNR regime, training actually contributes a rate reduction proportional to the fraction of time that one is sending the training symbols. One may contrast this with the result of [15] which shows that training-based schemes achieve capacity at high SNR.
V. OPTIMAL SIGNALING
In this section, we shall optimize (4) to determine what kind of signaling should be applied to maximize the mutual information between the transmitted and received signals. It is known that, under the standard power (second-order) constraint, capacity approaches up to first order the capacity of a channel where the channel matrix is perfectly known to the receiver. This is achieved by a peaky input distribution [6] .
We can show this is also the case for the multiple-antenna channel as follows. For any > 1 and assuming < 1, define our transmitted signal to satisfy Note that the above distribution does not satisfy the regularity conditions i) of Theorem 1.
Then from (6) h(XjS) =NT log e + N E log det(IT + 
For small and > 1, is small while 10 is large. Hence, in the first term of (19), the determinant in the denominator is
which is large while the numerator is bounded above by 1. Therefore, the second term is much larger than the first and so However, such signals cannot be used in practice and so we shall consider signals that are peak constrained or have a fourth-order moment constraint.
A. Fourth-Order Moment Constraint
Suppose we enforce the fourth-order moment constraint 4 K 2 2
for some positive constant K. This may be a practical constraint to impose but as mentioned in [7] a bounded fourth-order moment will not lead to mutual information optimality at low SNR. By the root mean square-arithmetic mean inequality we have Note here that the optimal mutual information (per channel use) is independent of the number of transmit antennas and is proportional to both N and T .
B. Peak Constraint
Due to the isotropic unitary matrix in (2) with equality iff all the d i 's are equal to 0 or K. This quantity is maximized at either 2 = T K=2, 2 = Pmax, or 2 = MK, depending on which of the three quantities T K=2, P max , or MK is smallest. This leads to
where L = minfT K=2; P max ; MKg. Equality holds in (22) when 2 is set to minfT K=2; P max ; MKg. Corresponding distributions that achieve equality are depending on whether P max T K=2 or P max < T K=2, respectively.
The mutual information bounds are
Note that all the above bounds are decreasing functions of M . Therefore, it is clear that the optimal choice of transmit antennas is M = 1. Since it is most likely that K < P max (that is, L = MK = K unless T = 1 in which case L = T K=2 = K=2), we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3:
In the model (1) with optimal signaling as in (2) if T = 1.
One distribution that achieves this is given in (2) , where the diagonal entries of D 2 are given by (23) or (24) depending on whether Pmax T K=2 or P max < T K=2, respectively.
VI. CONCLUSION
For the block-fading multiple-antenna channel model in which the channel is unknown to the transmitter and receiver, the low-SNR asymptotic mutual information has a quadratic leading term. This mutual information may be maximized by using one transmit antenna, many receive antennas, and with on-off signaling. When there is a maximum constraint on the singular values of the transmit signal, it is possible to obtain a higher capacity by lowering the signal power from its maximum allowed level.
APPENDIX
Here we prove the lemmas used in the main sections. To find p 0 (X; 0) we take the expectation of (25) over S, leading to the required result. 2 . This will occur in the following instances:
• j = k = m = n, i = l
• j = k = m = n, i 6 = l • j = k 6 = m = n • j = n 6 = k = m, i = l.
Using the Kronecker delta to indicate nonzero terms when all its subscripts are equal we have completing the proof.
The following lemma was used when considering a Gaussian modulation scheme in Section IV-A. as required.
